Escalate warning message from speed feedback display to slow down utilizing dynamic
beacons to enhance message.

DRIVER FEEDBACK SIGN

DF11

Compact, robust and
highly mobile speed
feedback device, the
DF11 utilises a discrete
integrated radar
combined with a twodigit 7-segment display.
Portable due to it’s
lightweight design makes
the DF11 a cost effective
and flexible solution ideal
to aid effective black spot
and crash site
installations within
minutes.

 Lightweight, single person install
 Exceptional low power allows remarkable battery only
operation times
 LiFePO4 Lithium Ion battery offers improved
performance
 Built in speed selector switch for easy site set up
 Your Speed reflective fascias available in yellow, yellow
green and white
 Optional data logging facility to generate a variety of
user defined reports

Flexibility

Traffic Statistics

The DF11 model provides a lightweight, robust speed feedback
display unit which is configurable on site with ease and is suitable
for a single person installation. Typical operational independence
in urban applications is between 12 and 18 days handling daily
vehicle hits in excess of 2000 counts.

The data logging facility provides concise information on
speeding vehicles with the ability to generate a variety of user
defined reports captured within a graphical analysis feature.
Data is retrieved via Bluetooth connectivity or through a data
cable directly to your laptop.

The DF11 unit offers complete flexibility for all site locations as it
is either AC, solar or battery powered and has charge port is
fitted as standard. For maximum impact the signs can be easily
re-located at regular intervals in-line with the TRL
recommendations.

Target Speed Zones

The fascia can be a bespoke design to meet individual
requirements.

The detection range covers a large catchment area ensuring a
clear message to drivers prior to entering the safety zone
resulting in reduced speeds and lower accident rates.

DF11
Model Reference

Specifications

DF11MC - 110V AC rechargeable, configuration via data cable
DF11MCB - 110V AC rechargeable, configuration via Bluetooth
DF11SC - Solar powered, configuration via data cable
DF11SCB - Solar powered, configuration via Bluetooth
DF11M - 110V AC , configuration via data cable
DF11MB - 110V AC, configuration via Bluetooth

Display
Technology

ITE color tested high intensity amber LED display clearly visible in all daylight conditions
at up to 450 feet. Auto Luminosity control to suit ambient light conditions.

Display Format

Amber LED display , Speed numerals in 11" (280mm) high characters

Vehicle Detection

FCC compliant K band radar microwave vehicle detector integrated into the sign,
factory preset range of 300feet/90Metres, Speed range of 5 to 150mph (8 to 240kmh).
accuracy +/-1 unit of measure. Simple set up.

Model Dimensions
(Approx)

20” (508mm) long x 16”(406mm) High x 3” (76mm) deep.
Reflective plate adds extra 150mm 6" (150mm) to height

Model Weights

12Kg 25Lbs (includes batteries)

Power Supply

DF11M - 110V AC
DF11MC - 110V AC re-chargeable lifePO4 4 cell 200amphr battery
DF11S - solar powered lifePO4 3 cell 100amphr battery

Sign Configuration

Set up via data cable or Bluetooth from netbook running DF11 configuration software.
Minor site adjustments to trigger speed via an incorporated rotary switch.

Data logging and
Analysis Software

Graphical windows based speed data logging package available as optional extra,
downloaded via multi function plug to netbook.

Case

Mild Steel body and anti-reflective polycarbonate front window panel

Finish

Matt Black finish or color to suit, 60 micron min thickness. YOUR SPEED reflective
front plate available in black text on yellow, yellow green or white background to suit
application.

Window

¼” (5mm) anti reflective Polycarbonate

Operating Temp
Range

-30 to 165o F , -35C to + 74C, 95% non condensing

Mechanical
Interface

Fixed lockable mounting back plate set up for band mounting to a variety of support
posts.

Accessories

SP30S solar kits- include 30w panel, side of pole mount and plug and play cable
connection kit
110V AC charger -3 cell charger unit.
Spare mounting bracket

Operation
The DF11 sign series can be fully configured using either a data cable or Bluetooth connection
using the DF11 configuration software. This unique software enables the user to adjust various
speed parameters and confirm display set up suitable to the application. Configurable 8 position
speed tables programmed within the unit can be adjusted using the integrated rotary switch,
typically used for minor set up adjustments without being connected with the data cable or
Bluetooth connection.

Data Logging
The DF11 collects traffic statistics enabling the
user to generate a variety of customised
reports. Focussing on speeds and frequency of
offending vehicles demonstrates effectiveness
of the sign in the targeted areas.

All DF11 are supplied with a comprehensive
operation manual which contains a guide to
installation best practices. It is recommended
that these practices are followed to ensure
optimal performance and results.
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